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Abstract
A proxy is basically another computer which serves as a hub 
through which internet requests are processed. By connecting 
through one of these servers, computer sends your requests to 
the proxy server which then processes the request and returns the 
result.  A proxy signature allows a delegator to give partial signing 
rights to other parties called proxy signers on its behalf for example 
in the case of temporal absence, lack of time or computational 
power, etc. A multi proxy multi signature represents a certain 
number of proxy signers signing a given message. Number of 
signers is not fixed and signer’s identities are evident from a given 
multi-signature the delegated proxy signer can compute a proxy 
signature that can be verified by anyone with access to the original 
signer’s certified public key. This work introduces a scheme which 
violates the claimed security requirements of proxy protection 
and unforgeability. Further, we have proposed a new efficient and 
secure non-repudiable multi-proxy multi-signature scheme with 
shared verification with analysis of various attacks forgery, black 
hole, worm hole, Denial of service and jamming attack.
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I. Introduction
In 1996, Mambo et al. first introduced the concept of a proxy 
signature. A proxy signature scheme allows an original signer to 
delegate its signing power to a designated person, called the proxy 
signer, who can generate the proxy signature of a message on 
behalf of the original signer. The verifier can verify and distinguish 
between the original signature and the proxy signature at the 
verification stage [4].
Digital signature provides three important cryptographic functions: 
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. We have used CIA cube 
to illustrate this concept briefly. CIA cube stands for confidentiality, 
integrity and availability. Confidentiality means that only relevant 
information given to relevant people. Integrity means data must be 
available in original form. Availability means when we need data, 
it is available for use for information purpose to take decisions.
Proxy signatures have found numerous practical applications, 
particularly in distributed computing where delegation of rights 
is quite common. Examples include distributed systems, grid 
computing, mobile agent applications, distributed shared object 
systems, global distribution networks, and mobile communications. 
A proxy is basically another computer which serves as a hub 
through which internet requests are processed. By connecting 
through one of these servers, computer sends your requests to 
the proxy server which then processes the request and returns the 
result.  A proxy signature allows a delegator to give partial signing 
rights to other parties called proxy signers on its behalf for example 
in the case of temporal absence, lack of time or computational 
power, etc. A multi proxy multi signature represents a certain 
number of proxy signers signing a given message. Number of 

signers is not fixed and signer’s identities are evident from a 
given multi-signature the delegated proxy signer can compute a 
proxy signature that can be verified by anyone with access to the 
original signer’s certified public key
The proxy signature was introduced by Mambo, Usuda and 
Okamoto. Since then proxy signature schemes have been emerged 
from. New security considerations and constructions have been 
proposed, old schemes have been broken, followed by more 
constructions [2].

II. Requirments of Multi Proxy Multi Signature 
Schemes 
All multi proxy multi signature schemes use Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) setting, where each entity holds a public and 
secret key pair. Each user can sign messages using the signing 
algorithm of a standard digital signature scheme, and his or her 
secret key. When a user (the original signer) desires to delegate his 
or her signing ability to another user (the proxy signer), the users 
run a possibly interactive proxy-designation protocol. Through 
a successful execution of this protocol, the proxy signer obtains 
a proxy signing key. It can then sign messages on behalf of the 
original signer using a proxy signing algorithm and the proxy 
signing key. Anyone can verify the validity of such signatures 
using a proxy verification algorithm and the original signer’s 
public key [2]. The following are the security requirements should 
be satisfied for all the proxy signature schemes [3].

A. Secrecy
The original signers’ private keys are very important. They must 
be kept secret. If they are discovered, the security of the system 
is ruined. Therefore, the system must ensure that the private keys 
never get derived from any information, such as the sharing of the 
proxy signing key or the original signers’ public keys. Furthermore, 
no proxy signers should be able to cooperatively derive the original 
signers’ private keys.

B. Proxy Protection
Only the delegated proxy signer can generate valid partial 
proxy signatures. Even the original signers cannot create partial 
signatures.

C. Unforgeability
A valid proxy signature can only be cooperatively generated by 
t2 or more proxy signers. This means that valid proxy signatures 
cannot be created by t2 − 1 or less proxy signers, or any third 
parties who are not designated as proxy signers.

D. Non-Repudiation
Any valid proxy signature must be generated by t2 or more proxy 
signers. Therefore, proxy signers cannot deny that they have signed 
the message. In addition, the original signers cannot deny having 
delegated the power of signing messages to the proxy signers.
Time constraint: The proxy signing keys can be used during the 
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delegated period only. Once they expire, the proxy signatures 
generated by using those keys become invalid.

E. Known Signers
From a proxy signature, the identities of the actual original signers 
and the identities of actual signers can be determined [2,15].

III. Implementing Multi Proxy Multi Signature Schemes
The simplest approach to achieve the main goal of a proxy signature 
scheme is for the designator to give its secret key to the proxy signer, 
who can then use it to sign messages. In this case proxy signatures 
are just standard signatures that can be verified easily. This approach 
has some shortcomings:

Its security relies on the honesty of the proxy signer in a • 
completely unrealistic manner. It provides no way to restrict 
signing rights to particular types of messages or a certain time 
period. Even if the proxy signer is fully trusted, this scheme 
increases the vulnerability of the designator’s secret key.
It requires the establishment of a secure channel between the • 
original signer and the proxy signer.

Another simple construction is known as delegation by certificate or 
delegation by warrant. Here the designator uses the signing algorithm 
of a standard signature scheme to produce an unforgeable warrant 
that certifies that the proxy signer is indeed allowed to sign on its 
behalf. Usually, the warrant consists of a description of the space of 
messages for which the proxy signer is allowed to produce signatures, 
together with a signature on this description (and possibly some other 
information like the identity of the designator, and/or that of the proxy 
signer).This signature is called certificate. The warrant is sent to the 
proxy signer who uses it in conjunction with its own signing key to 
produce proxy signatures. A proxy signature contains the warrant 
and the proxy signer’s signature. A verifier needs to ensure that the 
certificate contained in the warrant is valid with respect to the public 
key of the designator, verify the second signature with respect to the 
public key of the proxy signer specified in the warrant, and also ensure 
that the message signed belongs to the message space specified in the 
warrant. A delegation-by-certificate proxy signature can be computed 
in roughly the same amount of time required for standard signing, 
but verification of such proxy signatures requires twice the time to 
verify a standard signature [2].

IV. HSU ET. AL’S Scheme
This scheme consists of five phases: initialization, secret share 
generation, proxy share generation, proxy signature generation, 
and proxy signature verification. The system parameters and 
corresponding notations are defined as follows:

Initialization
p: a large public prime such that p- 1 has a large prime • 
factor.
q: a large public prime factor of p-1.• 
g: a public integer of order q in Z*p.• 
h(.): a public one-way hash function.• 

• : the concatenation of strings.
G• o= {O1, O2, . . . , On1}: the original signer group of n1 original 
signers.
G• p = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn2}: the proxy signer group of n2 proxy 
signers.
G• v = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn3}: the verifier group of n3 designated 
verifiers.
mw: a warrant which records the identities of the group members • 
in Go, Gp and Gv, the parameters (t1, n1), (t2, n2),(t3, n3) and the 

valid delegation time, etc.
AOSID: the identities of the actual original signers.• 
APSID: the identities of the actual proxy signers.• 
x• Oi ∈ Z*q : the secret key of Oi selected by him/herself.
y• Oi = gxOi mod p: the certified public key of Oi.
x• Pi ∈ Z*q: the secret key of Pi selected by him/herself.
y• Pi= gxPi mod p: the certified public key of Pi.
x• Vi ∈ Z*q: the secret key of Vi selected by him/herself.
y• Vi= gxVi mod p: the certified public key of Vi.
X• P ∈ Z*q: the proxy group private key.
X• v ∈ Z*q: the verifier group private key.
Y• P = gXP mod p: the certified public key of GP.
Y• V = gXV mod p: the certified public key of GV.
CA: a certificate authority that certified all public keys.• 
SDC: a share distribution center.• 

SDC selects p, q, g, and h(.) and determines (XP, YP) and (XV, 
YV).

Secret Share Generation Phase
SDC randomly chooses fp(x) and fv(x) for GP and GV, respectively, 
where: 
fp(x) = XP + ap,1+……………. + a p,t2−1x

t2−1 mod q,
fv(x) = Xv+ av,1 x +………. + a v,t2−1x

t2−1 mod q.

Proxy Share Generation Phase 
Firstly the Partial Proxy signatures are computed and then SDC 
computes 
S=∑t2

t=1  Si mod q where Si is the partial signature.

Proxy Signature Generation Phase
A proxy signature is generated as the combination of {mw, k, 
AOSID, R, S, APSID}

Proxy Key Verification Phase
According to mw, AOSID, APSID, each verifier gets the public keys 
of the original signers and proxy signers from CA, knows who actual 
signers and the actual proxy signers are. Each Vi ∈ Dv computes and 
sends other verifiers for verification as there is shared verification. 
Then verification of proxy signature is done for message m [15].

A. Security Leak outs in Hsu et. al’s Scheme
It does not support the property of unforgeability, non-1. 
repudiation and user cannot delegate signing powers to all. 
Original signer cannot verify the validity of proxy signature. 2. 
The signing capability is not there and it also cannot determine 3. 
public private keys.
It cannot resist various other security attacks (DOS, Worm hole,  4. 
Black hole, Jamming and Forgery).

V. Proposed Improved HSU Et. Al’s Scheme
On the basis if flaws that are incorporated in Hsu et. al’s scheme , we 
propose an improved version of Hsu et. al Scheme we implemented 
the scheme and checked various security threats on it. The phases 
of Improved Hsu et. al’s scheme is almost similar to that of earlier 
hsu et. al scheme. 

A. Changes Incorporated
The changes are incorporated into the following phases:

1. Secret Share Generation Phase
There exist multiple signers who can sign the message on the behalf 
of original signers and in this user delegate signing powers to all.
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2. Proxy Key Verification Phase
According to mw, AOSID, APSID, each verifier gets the public keys 
of the original signers and proxy signers from CA, knows who actual 
signers and the actual proxy signers are. Each Vi ∈ Dv computes and 
sends other verifiers for verification as there is shared verification. 
Then verification of proxy signature is done for message m and there 
is Oi ∈ DAC (Original Signers) can also validate the signature.

B. Resume To Attacks
Improved Hsu et. al’s scheme can resist various security attacks and 
it had been clearly demonstrated by following graphs with delay 
times. The graph is plotted between the time for running a simulation 
in minutes on x –axis and Delay WLAN in seconds on y-axis.

Fig. 1: Improved Hsu et al.’s Scheme Resume to Worm Hole 
Attack

The performance of proposed work with wormhole attack is 
shown in fig. 1 and it show that the blue line shows` the delay of 
the proposed work and red line shows the decrease in the delay 
which is in case of wormhole attack as in wormhole attack delay 
introduced by attacker is always low as compared to normal 
network.

Fig. 2: Improved Hsu Hsu et al.’s Scheme Resume to Forgery 
Attack

The performance of proposed work with forgery attack is shown 
in fig. 2 and it shows that the improved Hsu et. al’s scheme has 
no effect of forgery on it.

Fig. 3: Improved Hsu et al.’s Scheme Resume to Black Hole 
Attack

The performance of proposed work with blackhole attack shown 
in fig. 3 and it show that the normal delay of our scheme is same 
even when imposed to black hole attack.

Fig. 4: Improved Hsu et al.’s Scheme Resume to DOS  Attack

The performance of proposed work with DOS attack shown in 
fig. 4 and it show that the improved Hsu et. al’s scheme has no 
effect on DOS attack on it.
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Fig. 5: Improved Hsu et al.’s Scheme Resume to Jamming 
Attack

The performance of proposed work with jamming attack shown in 
fig. 5 and it show that the delay is similar before and after prone 
to jamming attack.

C. Performance Evalution
The performance evaluation is done on the basis of three parameters 
Throughput, Delay and Response Time. The graph illustrates the 
results clearly. The graph is plotted between the time for running 
a simulation in minutes on x –axis and Delay WLAN, Application 
response time and throughput on y-axis

 
Fig. 6: Performance Evaluation of All Schemes With Improved 
Hsu et al.’s Scheme Based on Throughput

The performance of network is compared in above fig. 6 and 
it shows that the Bao et. al and Kang et. al scheme shows the 
consistent Throughput throughout the run time of the simulation. 
Further, Tzeng et. al scheme and proposed scheme marked gradual 
downfall up to the 4 minutes of simulation run time and after that 
marked consistent throughput of 10,000 Bits/sec because at start 
of the simulation the load on the server is less and when number 
of mobile nodes increased the throughput get affected and after 4 
minutes it become consistent. It is clear that the performance of 
proposed scheme is similar to Tzeng et. al’s scheme.

Fig. 7: Performance Evaluation of All Schemes With Improved 
Hsu et al.’s Scheme Based on Delay

The performance of network is compared in above fig. 7, and it 
shows that the hybrid scenario has least level of delay as compared 
to other schemes.

Fig. 8: Performance Evaluation of All Schemes With Improved 
Hsu et al.’s Scheme Based on Application Response Time

It is clear that the response time of the proposed work is best in 
all other schemes. Proposed work provides harder security and 
has best response time due to prevention of attacks. As the work 
load on the server is maximum the delay after marking the highest 
point starts falling down.

D. Observations And Results
The following table illustrates the comparison of the existing and 
proposed scheme with parameters and resistivity to attacks.

Table 1: Comparison of Schemes on Basis of Parameters
Scenario Throughput Delay Response Time

Kang et al 9100 bits/sec 0.0020 sec 3.4 sec

Tzeng et al 21000 bits/sec 0.0006 sec 3.4 sec

Bao et al /
Hsu et. al 4300 bits/sec 0.0016 sec 3 sec

Proposed 
Scheme 21000 bits/sec 0.0001 sec 2.9 sec
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Table 2- Comparison of Schemes on Security Attacks

Scenario Blackhole 
attack

Wormhole 
attack

Forgery 
attack

DOS 
attack

Jamming 
attack

Kang 
et al No No Yes No Yes

Tzeng 
et al No Yes No Yes Yesses

Bao et 
al /Hsu 
et. al

No Yes Yes Yes Nooo

Proposed 
Scheme No No No No Nooo

VI. Conclusion and Future Scope
In this work, the performance of the multi proxy, multi signature 
with shared verification has been considered. The main focus was 
to show the performance of proposed work, Kang et al,  Tzeng et 
al, Bao et al  .in term of throughput, delay and response time. The 
proposed work is also tested under wormhole attack, blackhole 
attack, under forgery attack, DOS attack and jamming attack. The 
proposed scheme could prove to be best fit for various distributed 
environment communication and as we have seen that all other 
similar proposed schemes have very less impact as compare to 
proposed work.
It is an important issue for the further study to implement the 
proposed scheme on the distributed environment with more attacks. 
The proposed work need strong testing in scenario where energy 
saving is a big concern. Moreover implementation of proposed 
scheme needs to be tested in environment of fast moving objects. 
The practical implementation of the proposed hybrid multi proxy 
multi signature scheme with shared verification has to be tested 
in the real life scenario and a protocol can be designed which can 
further be directly implemented in any proxy signing event. The 
benefit of implementing it as a protocol is that it can be directly 
applied to any scenario easily and get the instant results. Moreover, 
it can be further tested and implemented over larger workstations 
and nodes in order to get accurate performance measurement. 
More web servers can be deployed to test the load cut off over 
the network. It can also be further tested over other security and 
encryption standards as we have used AES and RSA algorithm 
for implementation of our proposed hybrid scheme.
As we have used embedded signatures for signing of the message, 
as in future it can also be tested over user defined signature which 
is also called real signature for the actual value performance. The 
proposed hybrid scheme is designed for Ethernet and Wireless 
local area network further it can be tested on other networks also 
such as Virtual Network etc. 
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